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buy  SMART .

save  MONEY .



Our passion is to go beyond saving

money, ensuring your procurement

solution adheres to your values,

building stronger relationships with

suppliers and mitigates supply chain

risks

We work to KPIs on longer term

programmes, shorter projects and

lifelong support, because you don’t

want the lowest cost, you want the best

value with measurable results

COLLABORATIVE

Standardisation and 

Communication

Our mission is to help embed

procurement so that it adds value

and frees your teams to focus on

what they really love doing

Our clients enter into a partnership 

with Novo-K for sustainable results, 

so we developed the House of Best 

Practice to extend the value as your 

procurement matures

WHO WE ARE

PROCUREMENT

SOLUTIONS

Enterprises, SMEs,

and Not-For-Profits

STRATEGIC FOCUS

Results orientated

UN GOALS

Sustainable 

Development

TYPICAL SAVING

Sustainable cost 

reduction

We keep in mind our commitment 

to positively impacting the world 

around us and we encourage our 

customers to do the same.  Search 

‘UN Global Goals’ for information

21%

Procurement resource is increasingly

expensive so we've built Procurement

as a Service (PaaS) delivering tactical

and strategic projects and costing less

than having an internal function
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PROCUREMENT 

AS A SERVICE

Your dedicated

team



OUR CUSTOMER CHALLENGES
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Lack of support from within the

organisation to engage suppliers

strategically; users fear damage to their

crucial supplier relationships 

Difficulty moving from buying and

purchasing to a procurement plan

Access to procurement expertise;

recruiting qualified and experienced

people is expensive

Pressure from suppliers to renew or

sign contracts with perceived

improvements and no resource to

consider or verify this

 

Procurement goes beyond cost reduction. It's about value for money, mitigating risk

and understanding the requirements of stakeholders. Identifying and working with

the right suppliers ensures a reliable and dependable service. When a special effort is

required they will inevitably rise to the challenge. 

 

Procurement is a profit improvement tool and when valued as a core function or

business partner, similar to HR and finance, it will bolster the bottom line and enable

organisations to grow and meet their strategic objectives.  

 

 

Spend data not regularly analysed

and appropriate taxonomy not

applied   

How to find the right suppliers or

improve the diversity of their supply

chain 

No consistent approach to Supplier

management or formal performance

review to ensure contractual obligations

are delivered and value for money

achieved 

Contracts are not logged or held in a

central repository. Key terms i.e. GDPR

not always included and KPI's not

measured

No access to market analysis to

understand what others are doing

successfully 

Unclear procurement policy to

standardise the approach to buying and

accessing the market 

Contracting under a suppliers terms

rather than your own; not able to

negotiate for improved position or

prices

Structured tender process not in place or

not followed, with the buyers approach

inconsistent across the supply chain



YOUR PROCUREMENT JOURNEY

CLERICAL
Reactive measures, no procurement lead or processes

with activity undertaken by operational leads

COMMERCIAL
Tactical activity driven by stakeholder requirements, with

standardisation being introduced

SUPPORTIVE
Processes embedded and procurement practices

supporting the organisation’s overall performance

STRATEGIC
Strategic sourcing & supplier management where

procurement function is core to the organisation’s success
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Where is your organisation on this journey?

Our aim is to develop your procurement function, give support
when you need it most and provide an end-to-end solution,

building the House of Best Practice.



SMARTPROCURMENT
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The House of Best Practice is the framework for the SMARTproducts, and

demonstrates our SMARTprocurement methodology.

 

Sourcing 2 Supervision™ is our structured approach to any a

strategic sourcing activity

Sourcing; gain clarity through in depth analysis of
spend, contacts, stakeholder needs and
requirements and market.
 
Selection; finalise specification, complete supplier
due-diligence and evaluate responses.  
 
Signing; negotiation, finalising contract terms,
awarding contact and implementation.
 
Supervision; monitoring contract performance,
managing supplier relationships and ensuring
continuous improvement



Define

 

All strategic procurement should with start a need 

or requirement. The best way to save money is not 

to buy in the first instance; if you do, do not over 

engineer a basic requirement. If there is a need or 

requirement, then this should be fully scoped out, 

with all stakeholders involved, with both needs 

and benefits clearly defined.  

 

Knowledge

 

Do your market research; technically & 

operationally.  Understand what is available across 

the market and your sector trends.  If you don't 

know, it's ok to ask! Speak to those in the know, 

your incumbent, other organisations and new 

suppliers. Many suppliers are willing to help 

(sometimes a little too enthusiastically) so take full 

advantage of their generosity and time.  

 

Engage

 

Once you have a clear and concise understanding 

of your requirement and  identify potential 

suppliers you trust on a short-list, give them the 

opportunity to impress you.  Don't assume an 

incumbent will be able to read your mind, make 

the same effort you would with new suppliers and 

equally don't be lulled into a comfortable 

relationship - it's ok to challenge them. 

7 TIPS TO GET STARTED TODAY

There are many organisations still questioning whether they can afford to 

establish in-house procurement teams or if the outsourced solution provides 

better flexibility and represents lower long-term investment.  

 

The advice we often give is to simply start the journey, get out of the blocks. 

Initially do not over complicate your buying objectives but gain some clarity 

over existing behaviours and processes. Give it go.
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Don't compromise

 

Work with potential suppliers to develop the 

solution or service further to suit your needs and 

deliver the desired benefits.  Be consistent with 

each supplier to compare their products 

accurately and take the opportunity speak to their 

existing customers.  Be prepared in advance to 

understand the difference between what you need 

and what might be on the ‘nice to have’ list.  Focus 

on the requirements you defined right at the start. 

 

Test 

 

Have the potential suppliers understood the 

challenge, not just sold their product?  What is their 

knowledge of your organisation like?  Can they be 

flexible with your changing needs over time? Can 

they demonstrate their performance through 

SLA’s and KPI’s. Moreover, do their ethics, visions 

and culture match your & ambitions for the future 

 

Decide 

 

Don't dither and procrastinate.  You'll only delay 

the potential benefits and harm your organisation 

or a potential relationship with a supplier.  Its 

important that the supplier fits with your culture, 

ethos & ethical framework and don’t forget to 

complete due diligence on your chosen supplier 

before you sign the contract.  

 

Manage 

 

Ensure you fully understand what you have agreed 

to and maintain an active role during its life-cycle. 

 Watching over the contract and any subsequent 

service(s) will help you when it comes to renewals 

and future decisions about that supplier. Build the 

relationship and move key suppliers into a 

strategic partnership role – these embed speed, 

flexibility and a ‘results culture’ into the 

relationship.  

Procurement matters, the 

process guarantees an 

organisation’s purchasing is 

competitive, impartial, and 

built upon its needs and 

requirements. It should deliver 

more than just value for money 

or cost reduction and be an 

integral and valued part of any 

organisation. 

 

Driving the right supplier 

strategy for your unique needs 

can deliver surprisingly simple 

and large returns.
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Novo-K has a suite of solutions designed to give you clarity in your supply

chain and instil confidence in customers, stakeholders, employees and

suppliers.

 

Our products are designed to help you wherever you are on the procurement

journey, from gaining visibility of the opportunities to take control of spend,

to delivering a project for short term results or a programme for long term

returns that make procurement an intrinsic part of the business’ decision

making.

SMARTdiscovery
deeper analysis of your organisation's buying

behaviour, identifying areas of supply chain risk

and highlighting areas to save money

SMARTanalysis

review your most significant risks and top 

spending contracts for short term rapid cost 

reductions and supply chain efficiency gains. 

The quickest way to make an impact.

V
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SMARTPRODUCTS

SMARTsupport
bespoke service to support your organisation's

on-going procurement and supplier

management needs

SMARTset-up

putting you in control of procurement with 

tools, templates and systems, the building 

blocks on which you build in-house 

procurement

A
C
T
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N

SMARTtraining
build your organisation's procurement 

expertise through tailored training for everyone 

following our SMART methodology

SMARTprocure
structured 4-phase process to procure and 

contract based on the needs of your 

organisation, using 'sourcing 2 supervision'
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In-depth analysis of your organisation, building a procurement strategy tailored to

support your objectives and values.  We deep dive supplier data and key contracts to

understand opportunities to save money, improve efficiencies, highlight and mitigate

risk. We leverage our own expertise and those of our partners to recommend

opportunities for efficiency improvements, savings and best practice.

 

SMARTdiscovery becomes the blueprint for your Procurement Strategy whether starting

from scratch or your existing plan needs a tune up.

 

SMARTdiscovery offers increased clarity and focus to support the delivery of your

strategic objectives, increased efficiencies to realise significant savings, build strategic

relationships with suppliers to encourage innovation and provide confidence to

stakeholders and supporters that the necessary controls are in place.

 

SMARTdiscovery is the most meaningful way to identify the impact of procurement on

your organisation and the resulting recommendations make it clear the changes to make

this happen.

SMARTdiscovery
UNDERSTAND BUYING BEHAVIOUR, 

IDENTIFY RISK AND SAVE MONEY

SMARTanalysis
MOST IMPACT IN THE 

SHORTEST TIME FRAME

We review your supplier contracts and invoices to assess the fastest possible gains and

mitigate risk in your organisation for the most significant impact.  SMARTanalysis puts

you in the driving seat of procurement so that you can you introduce small changes that

make big gains.   

 

This solution is used by many of our customers to fund further investment in their

procurement strategy and improvements for more momentous projects that increase

savings several times over.  SMARTanalysis puts you in control as you move from buying

‘stuff’ to progressing on your procurement journey; it further convinces your stakeholders

about the true value of procurement as a profit improvement tool.
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SMARTsupport
PROCUREMENT AS A SERVICE - EXPERT 

 SUPPORT SERVICES 

Novo-K can be an extension of your existing team, supporting specific functions, tasks or 

implementations.  Alternatively, we can be your procurement department without the 

need of expensive investment.  Whatever your procurement needs, SMARTsupport is 

tailored for you, supporting the unique ongoing procurement and supplier management 

requirements of your organisation.   

 

Because we already have the experienced people in our business and can leverage our 

extensive network of partners and internal resource, our eco-system of support is a cost 

effective alternative to an in-house solution.  Strange as it may seem this means we’ve 

applied procurement principles to reduce the cost of the procurement function, which is 

a pretty clever trick!

 

Our specialist team are on hand to provide guidance on tools and templates, answer 

queries and support your procurement and supplier management. Review, analyse and 

feedback on your policy, processes and spend data, with recommendations allowing you 

to focus on your key objectives. All while providing access to our partners products and 

services that complement and support our solutions.

SMARTset-up
BUILDING BLOCKS OF YOUR IN-HOUSE 

PROCUREMENT

SMARTset-up is your solution to ensure best practice procurement.  Standardising and 

organising your procurement activities to ensure you maintain clarity and control over 

your buying strategies, giving senior leadership confidence that the necessary controls 

are in place.  SMARTset-up is the next logical step to implement the recommendations 

from the discovery phase.

 

Our specialist team build a tailored Procurement Policy in-line with your objectives and 

values with a  structured process that uses tested tools, templates and step-by-step 

guidance for your employees. A significant benefit of SMARTset-up is that it creates a 

centralised repository for all documentation, support and governance; this in turn 

supports your adherence to industry and government regulations as well as speeding up 

the procurement process for all future transactions.
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SMARTtraining
TRAIN YOUR TEAM TO 

DELIVER MAXIMUM IMPACT

We offer a defined range of courses designed by Chartered Institute of Procurement & 

Supply (CIPS) qualified experts.  We deliver these to single companies wanting to roll 

out or introduce procurement into their organisation and we run them regularly for 

attendees from multiple (usually smaller) companies wanting to improve their 

knowledge of procurement and unlock savings.

 

SMARTtraining delivers in-house and individual training courses, from initial principles 

and best practice, through to negotiation skills and the tendering process. Your team 

will understand the value of SMARTprocurement and the opportunity it will bring by 

building their personal procurement expertise and in turn realise the savings you want 

in your organisation.  

Introduction to Contract Law

Tendering Process (Sourcing 2 Supervision)

Introduction to Negotiation

Stakeholder Management

Supporting our SMARTsupport solution, we deliver end-to-end sourcing solutions suited 

to complex and high risk procurement needs. Gathering requirements to identify the 

best procurement approach i.e. tenders, single source, framework or re-negotiated 

contracts.

 

SMARTprocure balances favourable contract terms with delivering value for money and 

mitigating risk. Access our procurement expertise and partner network to gain sector 

knowledge and benefit from their experience.  A significant impact of our SMARTprocure 

service is that it leverages the experience of our established 4-phase process 'Sourcing 2 

Supervision' that gives greater insights to make the right decision for stronger 

partnerships and ongoing control of your supply chain.

SMARTprocure
ACHIEVE VALUE FOR MONEY AND BUILD 

STRONGER SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS

Procurement Foundations

Procurement Financials 

Category Management

Contract and Supplier Management
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Novo-K Limited are registered in England and Wales with company no. 10250341

@novoksmart /company/novo-k /novoksmart

CLARITY        CONTROL         CONFIDENCE

Centaur House, Ancells Business Park, Ancells Road, Fleet, GU51 2UJ

"We are delighted with the expertise that Novo-K brought to the 
procurement project. From day one they have ensured the project has run 
smoothly and they worked extremely hard with internal and external 
stakeholders to deliver the project on time and appoint a supplier that caters 
for our needs and has a good fit with the charity." Parkinson's UK

www.novo-k.com | 0800 002 9025 | info@novo-k.com


